Newsflash
GM Orders the immediate execution of
Big Blouse for crimes against the hash
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1. Notes from the Blouse.
Well, Happy New Year Hashers! what does the year 2018 hold in store?, well, the gift of foresight
(Cassandra Complex as its sometimes called) is thankfully not something most of us have. Most of
us would be happy with not knowing what the future holds. If you think about it, if you knew what
was going to happen in the future before it did, you’d take steps to pre-empt certain situations and
you’d probably think because you’d avoided risk and danger that foresight was a gift but it also
takes away everything, you’d no longer want to do anything because you’d know the outcome of all
situations. So, yes, this would mean you don’t die horribly in an accident. So that’s a good thing but
remember heroes die, but a coward never really lives.
So, if you did have foresight and you really knew what would happen, it would take away one of the
greatest gifts we all have – hope.
To be honest quite a few of the hashers who have been hashing for 20-30-40 years have very
powerful views to the contrary, but I’ll give you my view now.
I’ve been with CH3 for 13 years now and I love it, you can be as unhinged as you like, offend
everyone and 99 times out of a hundred it’s never taken badly. But, like others I have felt like
throwing the towel on more than one occasion. When you’ve spent many weeks sourcing a good
pub that will host us, several sleepless nights looking at potential trails, planning the route, falsies
and then beer stops & the on on facilities etc, you step forward into the circle and instead of getting
thanked, you get a wall of abuse on occasions.
My view is this should stop unless you KNOW the recipient has broad shoulders or is a seasoned
hasher.
Getting people to lay trails is a thankless task, and planning/laying a trail is a big ’ask’ and takes a
lot of time and effort – asking a newie to do it carries more weight than you think.
Now, it doesn’t take a memo from “Ministry of the Bleedin’ Obvious” to point out that there is a
dwindling pool of Hares in CH3 and this has a subsequent knock on effect that the few who lay
several trails a year are expected to do more.
So, my ‘Cassandra Complex’ moment is,
stop the hare bashing, it serves no purpose
and there are many of have had their efforts
eviscerated in front of a circle and who have
never returned and never will. I won’t name
them, but you know this is true.
The effluxion of time means that many of the
legendary hashers are now no longer with
us.
How do you expect to retain a membership
and encourage the Hash to grow when
you’re attacking the one resource we have? .
This cancerous, damaging practice needs to
stop, before it's too late.

Big Blouse January 2018

Essex EH3 Run 1741 & Cambridge CH3 Run 2038
EH3/CH3 – World Peace Through Beer1 Joint run
Sunday 22nd October 2017, The Green Man Toppesfield2

Hares: The Master, The Mistress, Vicky Vomit & Dr Dolittle (H3) with possibly some input from Debonaire
(CH3) but was nowhere to be found, despite having sent the invites out ???
Visitors – 0
The Words
Ok, not sure how it happened, but the very lovely folk of the H3 invited CH3 to celebrate world peace
through beer day and frankly as Essex are old mates of ours we were collectively flattered3 by the invite and
a vast clump of the CH3 arrived to support them hugely. The pub boasts its own micro-brewery just to the
right of the pub https://toppbrew.co.uk/
and the pub was offering some of the products in the form of ‘Pumphouse Gold’, ‘Pale Oktober’ &
‘Pumphouse Golden Duck amongst others4’ collectively we felt it our civic duty to sample these
enthusiastically in support of H3.
A cold & blustery, but bright day greeted all sorts from various parts of all over East Anglia, The Master, The
Mistress, Vicky Vomit, Dr Dolittle, Pacemaker, Heap O’Crap, Small Prick5, Haven’t Got One6 & Badges came
from all over Essex to welcome a vast pile of CH3 Hashers in the form of our beloved defacto leader Hold it
For Me, Legover, Googly, Antar, Kermit, Hooker, Big Leg (our esteemed RA) Klinger & Kling On, Dave El
Rave, Papparazzi, Benghazi (Beer Master) Only Me, and a rare but welcome sighting of Crash Test Dummy
& Perfect Lay plus Slaphead, Posh, Fraser, The Earl of Pampisford, Sox & Horny, Checkpoint, Jetstream &
Unmentionable, Double Top, One for His Nob, Taxidermist, It’ll Come Off at this point I’d like to apologise
for missing anyone, but none of you fuckers were taking notes & didn’t help me so there.
Anyway, where was I? (Stop belligering Blouse & get on with it FFS! – Hold it For Me, CH3 GM) right, yes,
sorry boss. Anyway, it was a tad cold, but the sun shone and as I was marvelling at the general surroundings
and catching up with friends old & new, it became apparent that CH3 were out in force and H3 were, er, not
– “It’s a Long Way north for most of them” intoned The Master as he surveyed the scene, yes, I agreed - I set
off on Wednesday to get there………

1

©Nashville Music City HHH 1997 https://twitter.com/mch3nashville?lang=en-gb Thanks Chaps, (*doffs cap*)
NB – Bleedin’ Essex, but actually a bloody charming village😊
3
Yes we were flattered you miserable buggers!
4
See tasting notes at the end, with thanks to Vicky Vomit
5
Actually, its Big Car Small Prick, but he shortened it out of courtesy
6
Not to be confused with one of our own of the same name, who wasn’t there, so there is no confusion really is there?
2
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It looks like Toppesfield might be the home of the Original Red Barrows
http://www.redbarrows.co.uk/index.html
or at least, some of the original troop who have raised over £30,000 for charity, roughly following the Red
Arrows through the medium of er, wheelbarrows…….. a uniquely British idea and good for charity - huzzah!
This helpful sign on the pub was a fabulous wheel
barrow barometer – what will they think of next?.
Still, it was great to catch up with everyone and
meet some new folk too, including the recently
retired Pacemaker – seriously, none of us could
believe he was 65, he looked like a very fit 45-50year-old, if we could bottle genes or download
them, this is what you want, a complete
testament to good living & training, unlike 97% of
the rest of us who look like we were assembled
from eBay spares7.
So, the circle was called and intrepid Hares The
Master, The Mistress, Vicky Vomit & Dr Dolittle explained the EH3 symbols and the only difference
appeared to be that they had a double bar as opposed to a single one. Very sensible given that the hash
collectively are as blind as a wombat and ignore things that are bleedin’ obvious.
With that we were off and the on was called past St Margaret’s Church8 with the early pace being set by
Legover, Pacemaker, Hold it for Me, your humble scribe and Crash Test Dummy & Perfect Lay who were
evidently engaged in some sort of personal fitness battle as they sped past all and sundry.
A false trail led us down a footpath and we were away onto the open fields, the CH3 brethren noticed that
we were going downhill and hills are not something Cambridge
hashers are used to, so we were experiencing something like
mountaineering for the first time and realised that for every down,
there had to be an up….. What we did notice on the trail was that
Badges seemed to have a moderate pace but was always in front.
While the FRB’s were trail blazing it was apparent that the rules were
different but H3 managed to catch out a huge bunch of CH3 FRB’s,
(Hold it For Me, Legover, Pacemaker, Crash Test Dummy & Perfect
Lay) with a fantastic check back which made me smile as I was miles
behind and didn’t get caught out by it.
By now we were warming up a bit and I wondered about the wisdom
of wearing winter kit but as we emerged from a beautiful wooded
area the trail doubled back a short distance and then across a

7

I’ve found anyway…………
Historical overview of St Margaret’s Church Topplesfield taken, with kind permission, from A Select Guide to Essex
Churches And Chapels by members of the Friends of Essex Churches. Edited by John Fitch. “The splendid red brick tower
of 1699 is a landmark on the horizon, visible for miles. In memory of a generous rector, Robert Wilde, it is highly
individual with its round arched windows, obelisk pinnacles and semi-circular troughs between ‘battlements’. Daniel Hill
the bricklayer (see tablet on west face) did a superb job. The church, with its south aisle, has a beautifully light, cheerful
interior, colour washed pink cream walls, white plaster ceiling, and with only one stained glass window, and that
pleasing. Another excellent feature is the mellow Georgian west gallery with lower stage of tower staircase visible from
nave. There is a plain eighteenth-century pulpit and one monument particularly worth noting. It is to Dorcas Smith (d.
1633) on the north chancel wall. By John Colt, son of the famous statuary Maximillian, it shows various emblems: a
beehive for industry, a sheep on a book, a hand pointing up, and more books on their sides. A brass and a figure of a
cross-legged knight of c.1260 are apparently hidden under the organ.”
8
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footbridge down a short incline towards a disused railway station at nearby Yeldham9 that finally shut for
good on 18th December 1964.
H3 a cunningly set up the first of two beer stops but as we were only about 2 miles in, I wondered about
having beer too early. This didn’t stop many of the hash from sampling a vast selection of beers.
The on was called and yet another downhill lead us to a check where Pedro, Vicky Vomit & Checkpoint
where checking out the trail. Antar headed off the wrong way with enthusiasm and Small Prick decided to
baptise everyone with the contents of the local stream. How we laughed at the thought of the impending
Weils10 disease and the accompanying smell of the fetid stream, distilled from farm yard ooze and the
putrefaction of small animals leaching into the surrounding water courses before collecting in Toppesfield
Brook.
Checkpoint lived up to her name beautifully and found the true on and while several of the more mentally
challenged hashers climbed/vaulted over the gate, The Mistress simply undid the slide bolt and walked
through – common sense but I doubt it’ll catch on with CH3.
The trail snaked alongside a wooded stream area as two very skittish horses panicked at the sight of several
multi coloured sweaty humans entering their paddock. Seeing approximately two ton of meat in the form of
horse complete with powerful hooves and possibly an attitude to match, I decided to man up and hide
behind Only Me. At that point I realised that due to the huge difference in height between us, she’d
probably offer scant protection.
Luckily the horses calmed down as they realised we weren’t exactly a threat, merely something really quite
odd – Oh well, I guess it’ll give them something to talk about for a day or two.
Emerging from the other side of the field, we courteously shut the gate and headed across an open field
where a checkpoint meant the pack got a little fragmented and split into several directions, Pedro called the
on and we were away up a steep11 embankment and across open farmland. Crash Test Dummy, Legover &
Perfect Lay sped past and we were on to another check.

A short downhill trail lead us to a farm on a corner and the wonderful sight of yet another beer stop (CH3,
take note, this level of detail raises the bar somewhat) – Dr Doolittle & The Mistress had set up a table
literally creaking with beers from all over the world including Singha from Thailand, one or two German
beers and a fabulous array of nibbles including chocolate mini swiss rolls, chocolate chip cookies & hash
browns. Double top & Posh had gone upmarket and arranged for some champagne flutes to be available
and from what I gather prosecco was being quaffed with considerable enthusiasm.

9

Yeldham station has a fascinating history that can be found here http://www.disused-stations.org.uk/y/yeldham/ but
as most of you probably won’t be arsed to read it, I don’t know why I’ve bothered really.
10
Ok, Leptospirosis for the more academically inclined
11
Well, by Cambridge standards it was anyway
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Still, all good things come to an end and while Vicky Vomit explained
that this beer stop was where an “extra 2.5 mile loop” for the
unhinged/enthusiastic could be ‘enjoyed’, Crash Test Dummy, Legover
& Perfect Lay & Pacemaker (I think) opted for the additional trail while
Antar, Badges and I set of at a blistering pace12 before being overtaken
by everyone when they realised what was going on.
The trail lead to a small lush valley between two fields, over a
footbridge and onto a check. The true trail was spotted up a hill and
across the edge of a cattle-corn field where the trail followed the side of a tree lined field, I was slightly
disturbed to see that the trail had been lain across the rotting carcass of a shot Muntjac deer that had
evidently enraged the local farmer. Now, I’m not a countryman and I respect their right to defend their lands
against savage beasts, and this leviathan of crop mangling destruction must have eaten vast swathes of
valuable foods creating starvation conditions locally.
The beast, towering at an estimated 24”
high and weighing about as much as a fat
3 year old chocolate filled child was
indeed the prize of a great hunter……….
Anyway, the knitting circle seemed a long
way behind as Badges and I followed the
trail up a farmyard causeway and onto
the Re-group check. As there was only the
two of us and it was cold, we didn’t take
that much re-grouping and spotted the
true trail across a road and following a
footpath towards Toppesfield. From
behind a hedge, I heard the familiar (and
none too welcome) shout of “Get orf moi
laaand” and turned, expecting to get a bit of aggro, but only seeing a sniggering Earl of Pampisford who has
a staggeringly unnerving knack of managing to be about a mile ahead of everyone, despite not having run in
the 10+ years I’ve known him.
The trail finally arrived at the edge of the playing fields adjacent to St Margarets Church and after a spot on
trail of about 5.7 miles (not counting the additional 2.5 miles at beers stop no 2), we arrived back sweaty,
knackered & generally glad to be alive to the sight of the bar resplendent with a huge variety of pork pies,
sausage rolls, crisps, cheese & biscuits – a fantastic welcome from the landlords and also enjoyed vicariously
by about 6 scavenging mutts too.
When two hashes meet, it is written in hash folk lore that beer will be consumed in staggering quantities and
despite being a tad ‘parky’ the circle was destined to go on for 2-3 days.
Down Downs were awarded as follows;
The Hares - The Master, The Mistress, Vicky Vomit & Dr Dolittle – thanks for a fabulous trail and putting up
with a small invasion from the flatlands
RA Big Leg pulled in Legover, for a heinous crime committed on 17th September at Fulborn Social club, where
he was heard to say that the RA & ladies knitting circle looked like “A purple version of reservoir dogs” brave
fella for saying that, but possibly a tad unwise.

12

Oh alright, barely a jog, but a man can dream can’t he?
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A further DD was issued by Big Leg to Vicky Vomit & Dr Dolittle which extended back to the early 1990’s13
where (and for reasons that are unknown/ unclear/ unsavoury) she was given a battery powered clapping
monkey called ‘horatio’ (you really can’t make this up can you?) and she returned the favour by giving it back
a mere 25 years or so later.
Heap O’Crap gave Big Blouse a DD for “moaning it was too early to have a beer stop after only 2 miles” (tsk
tsk, silly me!)
Small Prick got a DD for infecting everyone with river water (and sniggering)
Only Me – for “setting up a massage parlour in the woods” (I think that was to do with stiff muscles??)
The Master – got a B’day DD for being 69
GM – Hold it for me strode in to the circle manfully14
and gave Taxi a DD for interrupting.
Horny for playing ‘Pocket billiards’
Badges – for trying to be unobtrusive and staying
away from the circle15
Heap O’Crap - for ignoring the long trail
Someone then gave Double Top the circle and
DD’s were awarded to
It’ll Come off – for ‘coming quickly’ (don’t ask, I just
wrote this crap down, I don’t have to understand..)
There was another one, but I literally can’t read my own writing, but it involved Antar & Haven’t Got one +
possibly Sox for something in evident poor taste.
Anyway, with that it was all over, but just to say thanks to Essex H3, friends and genial hosts. Let’s do it again
soon, but preferably in midsummer!
On – On

Big Blouse
H3 hasher Badges, displaying the sort of obscene
wealth of property in the Essex area

13

By God that woman has an amazing memory!
I’m trying to help here boss, just cut me some slack ok?
15
Well, he had a point, who’d want to hang around with us?
14
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***World Peace Through Beer 2017***

Welcome to our
joint EH3/ CH3
WPTB hash at
The Green Man at
Toppesfield
22nd Oct 2017

Running & Drinking for World
Peace! 
Nashville Music City HHH
began the WPTB movement in
1997. Since then almost 200
hash clubs have been running
and drinking for world peace
on their closest hash day to
United Nations Day… Agana Alamogordo Albuquerque Aloha Amarillo Anchorage

Ann Arbor Motown Angkor Arabia Felix Aurora Asuncion Auckland N. Shore Hussies
Austin Bad Decisions Baghdad Bangkok Berlin Bern Big Hump Birmingham Blackbeard
Bloomingfools Bossier City Boston Border Jumper Brenham Bribie Island Brisbane
Northside Brussels Manneke Piss Buffalo Bulldog Boozers Burlington C2H5OH
CAMBRIDGE Cape Fear Capital California Larrikins Cape Fear Carolina Larrikins Charm
City Charlotte Colorado Chicago Thirstday Colorado Kimchi Columbian Columbus FM
CoMoTion Copenhagen Viking Corpus Christi Crystal Coast Dallas Darkside Dayton
Denver Dhaka Mixed Dili Puddlejumpers Downtown Wilmington Dry Shitties eaTme
Eerie El Paso Emerald Coast ESSEX Flagstaff Every Day is Wednesday Flagstaff Flour City
Frankfurt Fremantle G Spot Fort Eustis Galveston Gator Bait Gold Coast FM Golden
GoNAD’s Governators Halve Mein Happy Heretics Hartford Heartland Heidelberg
Hillbilly Holyland Hobo Houston Holy Shit!WTF? Horse’s Ass Howlin’ Huachuca Iowa City
Kansas City Knuckledraggers KY Sin City Las Vegas Lincoln Lake Somerville Rogue
Licking Valley Little Rock Looney Moon Lubbock Magic City Manila Memphis
Minneapolis Midwest Road Whores Middle Georgia Hashes Moody Blues MountainBeers
Mt. Vernon Music City Nagoya New Orleans Nha Trang North County NYC Okinawa
Omaha Old School Omaha Oklahoma City Onslow County Oostende Osan Bulgogi Oregon
Panama City Pensacola Phat Tire B Phoenix Pike’s Peak POHO Pooflingers Poppycock
HHH Portland Humpin’ Puget Sound Prague Prick of the Prairie Random Reno BNH4
Roseville Rocket Shitty Rotten Groton Sacile Madness Sacramento Saipan Sally’s San
Antonio HHH of SantO Barbara Seoul PMS Seoul FM Seoul Southside Seattle Sembach
Siem Reap Sin City H4 SL, UT-D Southern Pines Space Coast SPA St. Louis Stuttgart SOH4
Subic Bay Summit Survivor Sumo Tallahassee and Area Tampa Bay Tidewater Tornado
Alley Tucson Honey Badgers Twisted Iwakuni Tuesday Utica>0 HHH Vulcan Ventura
County Vientiane Vicenza Derelicts Wellington White House WOEFUL Runners WTF
Yellow Brick Road Yuma Yongsan Kimchi Zurich……
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Run No: 2027

Date: 06-Aug-2017
Venue: The Pheasant, Great Chishill
Hares: Hold It For Me &
Scribe: Mr Titanic
Great Chishill Sunday 5th August 2017
I was asked to write the report for the hash brown today because I arrived late and me and
Lizzie going to harsh as they ran past our car. As I explained very busy at the moment so I may
not have time to write this for a month or two but on the other hand I'm having a bath after the
run and dictating it as I sit in the bath to my iPad so please excuse the typing errors as I can't
actually see very well what I'm writing
And as I'm writing this Ali Dixon is in the leading group in the world championship marathon
in London and some of us who are on the hash knows how she feels?
Dizzy and I joined the hash back which was just as well because I had to send my new PS which
takes ages in fact into about half a mile. I apologise but I don't know everyone's name yet but
paparazzi who is doing the walking and eventually caught up with programs such as Ben guys
and catching a bit of confidence we did in from running but only on full strainings so have
overtaken Benghazi which means he must have overtaken us four times. Sitting in no time
back at the house which for us is the first time we seen it as the car was parked elsewhere
which is the reason for me being asked to write the report because I could not find the Fat land
I think this iPad is writing a moment but anyway I will posted and then maybe in September I
will edit credit or stupid and said that you are is doing it again.
So when we were in the pub I was running with Alastair I do not know is name. But it seemed
quite short we had already done 2 1/2 miles max but then we were told for the runners and
you can carry on straight ahead and continue on the running Trail and it seemed like the pump
is still closed so what was the point of stopping.
Sign of respect just the two of us plus dog following the trail it took us to the sports field
Alistair sure The long way round because you didn't seem to notice there was no – we we came
back and found the tram. The Trail seemed to him out of the village into the distance out after
running another mile we call John Wayne Killingham who is Wayne said he thought he was
going to turn round and go back because I don't know why but he must've known he had a hair
was. cause because my bath is too hot I need to run some cold.
Two months have passed and it is time to finish this report as me and dizzy intend to go on the
Sunday #?
Yes we went up the hill in which to check we took so long that seven dog walkers caught up
with us. We appear lost and they said the way back to Great Chisel was back the way we had
come. But we explain that the hash Trail only went forwards and in that case they said the
shortest route going forwards was another two or 3 miles but we had already run 5 miles.
Being hashes and there was six of us plus one dog left the only option was to check out the trail.
When I re-write and edit this report later I will try and insert the hash names of those other
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five ashes as I cannot recall them now. Anyway I decided that the best way was to continue on
with Desi and take the shortest route back which hopefully would be the trail so off we went
and had shit ex and Y checked a path between the fields going off to the right I did not because
the dog walkers said it was a Dead end.
Eventually dizzy and I reached a road where I put the plan into action and turn right to take the
shortest route back. Alas I found no flour and is indeed the hatches that took the other
direction found flower but to save the poor dogs legs we start to our course and when we
reached the church in Great Chiselwe found the footpath but linked to little chisel. This was a
pleasant little run back for long foot plus with no turnings there for only One Direction. So soon
we wait for Milyer territory on the witch we had run approximately two hours before.
What a relief to find the pub where is the rest of the hashes have been drinking for the last hour
also. My GPS puts was registering 8 1/2 miles so I thought we would jump in the car to see if
the other hashes needed rescuing. On heading out we saw Asher X heading in and said we were
going to have a look for the others. During a search in my car we only lost this same Asher in
his car doing a similar search so eventually we headed back to continue our drinking that alas
Plus the other hashes a BCND had called back but the circle had taken place so that was that.
So a good day was had by all and we counted them all out and we counted them all in and
someone spent a lot of time at the pub and others spent a lot of time following a long trail
around the countryside.
When I update this and correct it I will also try and add the goings on at the circle if I can find
anybody that remembers because as you know from the Report I missed the circle because I
thought some of the older hashers may have got lost and they have needed a lift back but I was
wrong they were just told her ashes who knew what they were doing.
I hope that you can decipher some of what my iPad has written but quite honestly I have not
had time to put pen to paper has my retirement is not due for at least another year or two.

Mr Titanic
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CH3 Run 2046, Sunday 17th Dec 2017
The Geldart, Cambridge, Hash Christmas Party
Hare(s) – Haven’t Got One (NB, + Antar16)

Visitors/Returnees – Tudor Rose from the Turd Tursday Hash, Titanic from the Monday Hash. Wandering
Frog & Wrong Hole from our fitter mates in the Cantabrigensis hash. The Phantom17
Newies – Sweet Transvestite & Goldie Twat & the 3 Hares + hounds (that had also been named (?!) Red
Rocket & YUM (You Ungrateful Motherf*****r), Richard the Turd (or “Dick the Shit” as he was
affectionately called, originally from the Nairobi Hash).
The Words
So, while I always like to include a shot of the pub that hosts us, I thought I’d include a night shot as it looks
better and a shot of a pub in the rain looks crap basically.
Well, here we were again, at the fabulous Geldart http://www.the-geldart.co.uk/
one of the best hash friendly pubs we’ve ever known. So, one of the questions you’ve been dying to ask, but
haven’t is, what the fecks IS a Geldart? So apparently, it was a surname, “This surname, long associated with
Yorkshire, is of early medieval English origin, and is an occupational name for a tender of oxen and gelded
horses” 18. So now you know.
It was good to see that Elvis is still the big cheese, but the fact we’re still welcomed by him is wonderful and
still met with disbelief by most of the faithful hash.
Anyway, it was madly cold, overcast and wet too – perfect hash weather!, As usual, the Xmas bash always
gets people out of the woodwork and there was a HUGE turn out including School Boy’s Dream, the very
welcome return of Babycham, and also Ettles, Unmentionable & Jetstream, Pedro, Shamcock & U-Bend,
Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai & Jospehine, Bastard, Muff Diver& Hangover Blues, Googly, Antar, &
Kermit, Dave El Rave, Paparazzi, Taxi, Double Top, & DT’s brother James, our beloved Beer Master
16

But he did “Fuck all” apparently
I also heard him called “Merch” by Big Leg- No, I’ve no fecking idea what the story is behind that is, so don’t
ask………………
18
Source - http://www.surnamedb.com/Surname/Geldart - not that any of you really give a toss TBH, but education is
bigly important innit??
17
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Benghazi, Control Freak, Hold it For Me, Chimp, Gorilla, Toed Bedsores & Computer, Lightning & Teutonic,
Haven’t Got One, Czech Her Out & Orion, Klinger & Kling On, Slaphead, the Earl of Pampisford, Oohh La La,
Three Swallows, Big Leg, Constant Suction, Shamcock & U-Bend, Debonnaire, Checkpoint + Fraser & Bear
who sensibly avoided the run & turned up to the pub for the on in, Big Swinger, One For his Nob & It’ll
Come Off.
Aside from that it was a very poor turn out……….
Anyway, after being let into the pub early, we circled up outside the pub where Taxi noticed my lack of Xmas
regalia and asked;
“What’s your Christmas theme then Blouse?” Now, as I don’t have a single
thing that’s remotely Christmassy, (or red for that matter), thinking on my
feet,
I said “I’ve brought a pair of Knickers”
“What’s Christmassy about them?” enquired Taxi
“They’re Carols”………………….
It was at this point I was asked to leave the pub.
Anyway, the circle was sort of called, a vast pile of gaily bedecked hashers
assembled outside the pub, bemusing the daylights out of cyclists & car
drivers alike, but at 40 strong, they sensibly drove around us.
Bastard noticed that a family opposite appeared to be moving out – whether
this was a resultant effect of the circle has yet to be proven……….
The Hare, Haven’t Got One 19 strode manfully into the circle and explained
the very detailed symbols including a check with a blob in it (!) and the fact
there would be 3 beer stops (Yaay!, well done gents) and it was a very short
trail and the walkers trail was shorter still. This was met with universal apathy by the hash, which is a shame
because a short trail is as welcome as a tax rebate.
After a brief pause where lots of photos were taken20 and then we were off through the retails Park. There’s
absolutely no point in putting this photo into the left, but it’s a vain attempt to pad the ‘feature’ out to try &
make it look interesting. Anyway Shamcock, El Rave & Antar looked for the trail which had cunningly been
routed in front of the front doors of all the shops and the trail was eventually called on by Kermit.
The sight of about a large pile of hashers dressed as Satan, er, I mean ‘Santa’ was causing all sorts of
merriment and people to get out of the way in a hurry.
The on was called and the trail snaked its way to the first of the days
impromptu beer stops in St Mathews Piece where It’ll Come Off &
The Earl had provided a port cheese stop and we sang a few of the
more er.. ‘earthy’ carols in the form of ”Good King Wenceslas” and
“God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen” (changed ever so subtly by the hash,
almost so no-one would notice).
After some general shouting by our beloved leader Hold It For Me,
the trail disappeared off in all directions before manifesting itself just
by the Courts (quite handy for the hash who have been quite close to
being “guests” of the fine prosecution services).
19
20

And not Antar who did Feck all
Yes, I was made to stand at the back you heightist bastards!
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We were over the round and close to the Grafton centre, but fortunately we didn’t run through the centre of
it, I think that would have tipped many stressed shoppers over the edge. The trail then dipped down
Paradise Street and threaded its way through various false trails until we reached Parkers Piece where there
was yet another drink stop!, this time it was Whiskey & Mince pies and a few more interesting Carols
including “Deck the Halls” and “Silent Night”, once again, modified in a courteous & dignified way by the
hash……….
With that, Muff Diver & Sweet Transvestite were off, relatively closely followed by Slaphead and Hangover
Blues. Looking across this odd vista, there were about 30 odd hashers scattered in all directions and with the
mud everywhere, a building site adjacent to the main road and a boarded up ‘Funfair’ it was like a comedy
version of Beirut with additional mud.
Eventually, after a couple of days worth of collective faffing around, the on was called by Checkpoint, and
the hash began to swarm and collect as they were funnelled towards the crossing on the A603, before being
diverted down Gresham Road.
Various false trails and blind alleys later lead us towards the more familiar surroundings of Mill Road, where
the “Blokes Wot Booze” evenings have started & finished on. Across the road and down a familiar back alley,
I ran with the pack as we took on board the lovely site of Mill Road Cemetery where we reached our 3rd &
final beer stop.
This came with yet more whiskey & beer and also with chocolates too –well played Hares!

With that it was just a very short r*n back to the pub and after a short but very enjoyable 3.6 mile trail, the
legendary Xmas Run was over once more. Then, as we got back to the pub, the heavens opened and the
entire hash were sort of grateful to the RA for semi-organising the Xmas weather so it didn’t piss down too
heavily on the r*n itself.
Given the amount of beer that was due to be quaffed, the circle was going to be a long messy affair, but that
said, it was cold and there was food waiting too, so maybe not too long we hoped.
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Down downs were awarded by the GM to;
The Hare (s) Haven’t Got One21 Antar for doing “feck all”
At this point Shamcock sort of out shouted everyone and managed to get a down down to Antar for his
wonderful Christmas carols (and for ‘not driving and ‘being intelligent’ apparently?).
Slaphead was given a DD for organising the very many beer stops.
Then our wonderful RA Big Leg was given the circle, and she awarded down downs to;
Oooh La La & Control Freak for selective deafness.
Antar got another DD for showing his pants somewhere (no, I didn’t take the details down, it was too
horrible to contemplate).
Richard the Turd Got a DD for wasting whiskey at one of the beer stops (?? Spillage??)
Muff Diver got a DD for making porridge for Hangover Blues with ‘cumin’ in it – this provoked a surge in
ribald comments alluding to ‘cumin’ in porridge’ etc22
It’ll Come Off got a DD for managing to set the security alarm off in Tesco the previous Thursday, to the
point where a load of beef was singled out for setting the security guards to a level of ‘interested’, The fact
that Big Leg singled this out seemed a little harsh………….
Big Leg awarded a DD to Merch / The Phantom for “something that happened 20 years ago” meaning that
she ended up with Mitten.
With that it was all over bar the food, music by the On-On band
and a cabaret. Owing to weird family stuff going on with me, I
wasn’t able to stay on for the celebrations, but judging by the
police reports for the evening of 17th December there were no
substantial arrests and the pub wasn’t torched, so it must have
gone well.
So, thanks to the organisers and the fabulous folk who organised
and managed the 3 amazing drink stops and to the Hares for a
great Christmas trail

On On

Big Blouse

21

Well, and Antar, but he did Feck all as we’ve previously established – except organise the dink stops and provide
words to some of the relatively questionable Hash ‘Carols’
22
NB - add innuendo here to suit level of offence required.
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The Hash Christmas Carols. (not to be read by the faint hearted……….)
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Runs for January 2018
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note) Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser it`ll come off

Run No. 2049: 07-Jan-2018
Green Man, Colne, PE28 3LZ
Hares Pedro
Run No. 2050: 14-Jan-2018
Swan, Littleport, CB6 1NT
Hares Rear Admiral
Run No. 2051: 21-Jan-2018
TBD
Hares Antar and Kermit
Run No. 2052: 28-Jan-2018
TBD
Hares El Rave

Back Page Humour from Damnyou Autocorrect
http://www.damnyouautocorrect.com/

Folk that have sent each other texts with autocorrect not exactly helping matters 😊
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